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The HUMES TIGER

Dedication
We, the Senior Class of 1931,
express our gratitude and love for
Miss Elsa Schilling and Mr. C. C.
Jones by dedicating The Tiger to
them. Through all our school days
they have kept up our spirits by
their ready smiles, and co-operation.
We know that no matter how
long and how burdensome our
lives may be, we shall always remem
ber them and keep a soft spot in our
hearts for them and sincerely hope
they may ever remember this class
with a kind and happy memory.
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THE OFFICE FORCE

MISS ELEANOR RICHARDSON
MISS ANNIE M. PRESCOTT
Assistant Principal
Secretary
MISS MARY SUE GATHINGS, Secretary

PROFESSOR S. L. RAGSDALE
To Professor Ragsdale we leave our deepest re
gards for his kindness and attention toward us in our
He has always been near
usVwhenywrS
h6lp and never seemed to have
bee^ " r "!
US * f®W WOrds of encouragement in
V
We want t
? ™ 01 Career" In leavin* Humes
Rag,sdale that we wish to show
the deeDe t ^ ° •
he deepest appreciation for what he has done for us.
^plWe f 0ut int0 the world we will never forget
our beloved principal of Humes High School

The office force of Humes has always
been ready to smooth over our difficulties
and assist us in every possible way. They
have always been fair with us and tried
to make life in our school as pleasant as
possible. Though sometimes they seemed
a bit hard, they always have strived to
turn out pupils who will be a credit to
Humes and good citizens of our great re
public.
We say, thank you for your help, office
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MASCOT

HAL WINGFIELD
Son of Mr. Sim Winfield
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TIGER STAFF

CLASS OFFICERS
ROBERT WEST

Prresident

IRVING STRAUCH

Vice-President

MAXINE MEILSTRUP

Secretary

JOE YOUNG

Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
MISS JOSEPHINE ALLENSWORTH

JAMES DALLAS
MAXINE MEILSTRUP
IRVING STRAUCH
DORSEY STEGALL

...

-

Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Business Manager
Art Editor

MOTTO
Good, better, best,
Never let it rest
Until your Good is Better,
And your Better, Best.
CLASS COLORS
Blue and Gold
CLASS FLOWER
Coreopsis
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D. H. BEARD
Four years of Latin, Math. Club
'29; four years mathematics; Secre
tary Boy Scout Club '30; Vice Presi
dent Boy Scout Club '30.
ANITA BELL
High school in three and a half
years; French Club '31; Girl Reserves
'29-30-31; Delegate to Girl Reserve
Conference '30; Honor Banquet '29;
Traffic Officer '30-31; three years
French.

ALBERT BLUMBERG
Football '27-28-29-30; Basketball
'30-31; Captain Baseball '30; Rep
resentative for Knock Out Drill '29;
Lieutenant Military '30-31; Best allround boy in senior class; Vice Presi
dent 11-2; Treasurer 12-1; Know
Your City Club '28; Wrestling Team
'29.

LUCILLE BLUMBERG
President Travel Club '27; Secre
tary Travel Club '28; Girl Reserves
'29; Honor Banquet '28-28; Dramatic
Club '30; Class Poet; Best All-Round
Girl in Senior Class.
ELIZABETH BUCHANAN
Travel Club '28; Picture Eskers
Club '29; Dramatic Club '29; Girl
Reserves '30-31; Vice
President
French Club '31; Secretary Girl Re
serves '30; Student Council '30-31;
Honor Banquet '30; High School in
three and one half years; three years
French; Typist for Tiger.

PEGGY CARTWRIGHT
Honor Banquet three terms; Math
Club two years; Vice President Math
Club '29; Vice President 11-2A;
Class Reporter '30-31; Elected Most
Attractive Girl of Senior Class.

GEORGE COLLOMP
Typing Club '29-30; Student Coun
cil Monitor '31; Corporal Military
'28-29; Travel Club '28; Bookkeep
ing Club '28-29.

EDYTHE HELOISE CONLEY
Girl Reserves '27-28-29-30; Treas
urer Girl Reserves '27-28-29; Treasrer Home Room '27; Secretary Home
Room '30; Class Reporter '28-30;
Four Years History; High School
three and one half years; Glee Club
'30-31; Southern Conference '31;
Prettiest Girl in Senior Class.

ROBERTA CRAIG
Glee Club '28-29; Program Com
mittee History Club '30; Student
Government Monitor '31; Music Club
'29 Basketball '29.

HAZEL COHEN
Girl Reserves '28-29-30; Vice
President Art Club '28; Dramatic
Club '29-31.
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JAMES L. DALLAS
Editor Senior Tiger '31; Editor
Herald, '30; President French Club
'31; President 11-2 A '30; four years
Mathematics; three years French;
Honor Banquet, five Terms; Mathe
matics Club '29; Swimming Team
'31; Alternate Student Council '30;
Band '29; elected "Sunshine Boy" of
Senior Class.

LILLIAN DRIES
First Aid Club '28; Library Club
'29-30; Senior Club '31; Student
Council '31; four years History.
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LOEL HICKMAN
Dramatic Club
Club '30.; Senior
years Shop.

'29-30; History
Club '31; four

JAMES HOOPER
President Audubon Society '28;
Lieutenant R. O. T. C. '28; AllMemphis Football '30;
Football
'28-29-30;
Baseball '-28-29-30-31;
Captain R. O. T. C. '29-30-32; Bas
ketball Team '28-29-30-31; Presi
dent Baseball Club, '30; Best Allround Athlete in Humes '31; Most
Popular Boy in Senior Class; Jim
Quinn Platoon Lieutenant '31; Class
Play; President 10-1, 10-2 11-1, 12-1,
12-2.
LOUIS P. HULETT

FREIDA EPSTEIN
From Iowa City, la., '29; History
Club '30; Honor Banquet '30; Glee
Club; All-Southern
High School
Chorus '31; Senior Banker.

JAMES HAYES
Freshman Football; President of
Know-Your-City Club '28; Lieuten
ant Non-Uniform Military '28; Cor
poral '27; Boxing '28; Junior Foot
ball; Wittiest Boy of Senior Class.

MELVIN HETTINGER
Bookkeeping '29; Social Science
Club '28; Drafting Club '30.

Band '28-29-30-31; First Sergeant
Band '29; Orchestra '28; Math Club
'29; Know-Your City Club '28;
Southern Music Conference '28-29;
All-Memphis Band; Lunchroom Com
mittee '30-31;
Wrestling Teams
'30-31; Class Play.
JACOB KAMINSKY
Manager Football '29-30; Basket
ball Manager '30; Freshman Foot
ball; Wrestling Team '30; Boxing
Teiam '28; President Audubon Club
'28;
Sergeant-at-Arms
Dramatic
Club '30; Sergeant-at-Arms 12-1
Class;
Sergeant-at-Arms
French
Club '29; Rifle Team '30.
BERNARD KATZERMAN
Know-Your-City Club '28: Cor
poral Military '29; Wrestling Team
'30.
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JESSIE MAE LEMASTER

PRINCE MILLER

Secretary Travel Club '28; Girl
Reserves '29; Secretary-Treasurer
Tea Club '29-30; Representative for
Sewing at Nineteenth Century Club
'30; Dramatic Club '30-31; Wittiest
Girl of Senior Class.

From Central, '30; Football '2830; Swimming Team '31; Traffic
Committee '81; Four years History;
Class Play.

DAVID LIPMAN
Pour years Mathematics; Junior
Football '29; Sergeant Non-Uniform
'30; Member Lunchroom Committee
'30; Drafting Club '30.

JEROME LUBIN
Student Council Chairman '31;
Sergeant Military '29; History Club
'29-30-31; High in Three and Onehalf; Years.
MARTHA MADDOX
Glee Club '28-29; Music Club '29;
History Club '30; Basketball '29;
Girl Reserves, '28-'29-'30; Student
Council Monitor '30-31.

MAXINE ARDELL MEILSTRUP
Honor
Banquet
Three
Years;
Dramatic Reading Contest '29-30-31;
Dramatic Club '30; Treasurer Dra
matic Club '30; Secretary Senior
Class; Best Girl Student in 12-B;
District Dramatic Reading Contest
'31; High School three and one half
years; Associate Editor Tiger; Class
Play.

RUTH MILLER
Glee Club four years; Orchestra
three years; Representative Music
Nashville '28-29; Southern Represen
tative, Asheville, '28-29; National
Representative, Chicago, '30; Cheer
Leader '29-30; Girls Vice President
Student Council '29; Prosecuting
Attorney '30-31; Vice President 12-1;
Elected' "Most Popular Girl" '31;
Sponsor Military '30; Class Play.
RICHARD MOXLEY
Wrestling Team '31; Know Your
City Club '28; Travelers' Club '27;
Math Wrinkles Club '29; Corporal
Military.
OSCAR NICHOLSON
Freshman Football and Basketball;
Tennis '28-29-30-31; Captain Tennis
'30-31; Basketball '31; Treasurer of
11-1 A; Orchestra '28-29; All-Mem
phis Band; State Musical Conference
'27-28-29; Commercial Clubt '28-2930; Dramatic Club '31; Class Play.
ARTHUR O'NEIL
Member History Club '29-30-31;
Drafting Club '29; Four years His
tory; Art Club '27.
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MAXIE PHILLIPS
Treasurer 9-1; Vice-President 10-1;
President 10-2; Wrote Class Horo-

IDA LUCILLE RAMSEY
Entered Humes in '30; Dramatic
Club '30-31; Senior Club '31; Sweet
est Girl in Senior Class; Four Years
History; Girl Reserves, three years.
MARJORIE RANEY
Class Reporter '28-29; State Musi
cal Meet, Nashville, '28-29; Southern
Convention, Asheville, '29; National
Convention, Chicago, '30; Southern
Convention '31; Orchestra three and
one half years; Glee Club three and
one half years; Secretary of Court
'29; Traffic Committee '30-31; Cheer
Leader '29-30; Sunshine Girl '31;
High School three and one half years.
LENA ROSENBLUM
High School three and one half
years; History Club '29-30; Drama
tic Club '31; Class Historian; Spon
sor Competitive Drill '31; Class
Play.
BEN SCHAFFER
Corporad Military '29; Journalism
Club; Student Council Monitor, 3031; Four Years Latin; Wit and Hu
mor Editor Tiger.

The H U M E S T I G E R

DORSEY STEGALL
Art Editor Tiger; four years Sci
ence; Corporal Military '29; Sergeant
Military '30; Top Sergeant '31;
Lieutenant '31; Science Club '30;
History four years; Rifle Team '30.
IRVING STRAUCH
Debating Team '29-30-31; Sports
Editor Herald '30; Editor of Herald
'31; Business Manager Tiger '31;
Sergeant Military '30; Lieutenant
Military '31; Chairman Traffic Com
mittee '30-31; High School three
and one half j-ears; Honor Banquet;
Class Play.
ELVA TALBERT
High School in three years; Four
years History; Vice President His
tory Club '29-30; Vice-President
Bookkeeping Club '28; Dramatic
Club '29-30.
MARYELLA FISHER
Sewing Club '28; Girl Scouts '28'29; Traffic Club '28; Typing Oppor
tunity '29-'30.
KENNITHE TOMLIN
High School three and a half
years; Cheer Leader '30; French
Club '31; Three Years French; Tea
Room Management '29-30; History
Club '30; Traffic Officer '31.

J
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DOROTHY WADLINGTON
First Place in Violin at District
Contest '28; Second Place in Geome
try at District Contest '29; Orches
tra '29-30; Typing '30; Dramatic
Club '30-31; Wrote Class Horosope;
Senior Club '31; Four Years His
tory.
ROBERT WEST
Football '29-30; Basball '29-31;
Captain Basketball '30; Alternate
Captain Football '30; President Sen
ior Class; Nicest Boy in Senior
Class; Chairman of Traffic Commit
tee; Treasurer of 12-1 Class; Lieu
tenant Military; Drum Major of
Band; Five Years of Mathematics;
Hi-Y Club; H Club; Class Play;
Basketball '29-'30.
KATHERINE WEST
High School Three and a Half
Years; Glee Club '29-30-31; Girl Re
serves '29; History Club '30; South
ern Chorus '31; Travel Club '28.
WALTER WEXLER
Salutatorian
Testator of Senior Class;
nate Representative Student
cil '31; Honor
Banquet
Years; Handsomest Boy of
Class; History Club '29-'30;
Banker '30-31.

ILVA WHITAKER
Girl Reserves '28;
Basketball
'27-28; Typing Club '29-30; Senior

ARON WEISS
Class Banker '30; Corporal Mili
tary 30; French Club '30; Business
Manager of Herald '30-31; Treasurer
Herald Club '31.

ARTHUR WILLIS
Glee Club '30; Sergeant Military
'30; Corporal Military '29; Lieuten
ant '31; Rifle Team '30; Sergeant

ELIZABETH WYNNE
Alter
Coun
Three
Senior
Class

OLA D. WHITE
Valedictorian
Highest Average '28-29-30; Base
ball '30-31; Debating '30-31; Treas
urer Student Council '29; Vice Presi
dent Student Council '30-31; Honor
Banquet Four Years; President Class
'30; Elected Best Boy Student '31;
Rifle Team '29; Sergeant Military
'29; Lieutenant Military '30; Man
ager Football and Basketball Teams
'30; President Student Council 30-31.

High School Three and a Half
Years; Girl Reserves '30-31; History
Club '29; Honor Banquet '29; Stu
dent Council Monitor '30.

JOE SHEPARD YOUNG
President
Latin
Club '29-30;
President English Class '30; Secre
tary Senior Class '30; Treasurer
Senior Class '31; Rifle Team '30;
Most Attractive Boy in Senior Class;
Honor Banquet '29-30; Chairman
Lunchroom Committee '30-31; Traf
fic committee '30.
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OUR MOTTO

ADIEU

"Good, better, best,
Never let it rest
Until your good is better
And your better, best."
This little verse portrays our feelings and ambitions in a very likeable
and beautiful way. It was picked for its beauty of rhyme and its moral.
This is a good motto for anyone to follow, for if he follows it word for word,
his good work in the world will never cease. This can be practiced in any
phase of school work or business and if followed closely will eventually lead
to success. This motto will always inspire our class through their lives, and
become a leading beacon to success and happiness.
The motto seems to be saying to us, "Have you done well, if so do bet
ter. Have you done better than before? If you have done your best, then
you will find your ambitions and your happiness within easy reach."
We wish to leave this motto behind us as a guiding light for other seniors
to come and we hope that they will always do their "best" in every phase
of lifeJAMES DALLAS.

OUR CLASS FLOWER
We have chosen for our class flower the Coreopsis, which is a large
genus of mainly North American and South African herbs of the aster fam
ily, with generally opposite leaves and large pedunculate heads of commonly
showy yellow or rose-colored flowers. This flower is cultivated for its ex
tremely brilliant color.
The coreopsis blooms on a stem, growing with tufts, from one to two
feet high. Its leaves are shaped liked the head of a lance or spear, narrow,
several times longer than broad, and tapering at each end.
We chose this flower because in some way it seems to embody the joy
of living.
Pleasures newly found are sweet
When they lie about our feet:
April last, my heart
First at sight of thee was glad.
All unheard of as thou art,
Thou must needs, I think, have had,
Coreopsis! and long ago,
Praise of which I nothing know.
KATHERINE WEST.
Thought Lost to Light, to Memory Dear

Father was stting in the armchair one evening, when his little son came
in and showed him a new penknife, which he said he had found in the street.
"Are you sure it was lost"? inquired the father.
"Of course it was lost! I saw the man looking for it!" replied the
youngster.
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As we reach our senior year and think of the past years of our high
school days, many things come before us: scenes of our freshmen days, and
how we longed for the day when we would reach our senior year; not real
izing we would ever want to be freshmen again.
We have that loyalty, love and pride in knowing that our school is the
best of all schools. The friends that we choose during school days will grow
dearer and dearer to us as the years go by. But behind us are our glorious,
happy, carefree school days; no longer can we study, gossip, laugh and roam
in this dear old school. We leave behind us scenes, cherished memories and
friendships dear to the heart.
We come into a world that is open to receive us; for a few short years
we live in the world as we find it, but soon, perhaps sooner than we expect,
we are making our own world, shaping our own thoughts and destinies.
Many of us will enter the business world looking, striving for success; others
will go off to college and prepare themselves for the professional world;
while still others will start homes of their own, living in their own little
spheres, happy and contented. We are sure we won't be disappointed, so
earnest are our hopes and desires.
We all have our ambitions, whether that of a clerk, a seamstress, or to
be a famous surgeon, writer, or actor. We are serious in our desire to
achieve something worth while in this big, outside world of ours, not merely
to idle and fill up space, but to stand up for our school standards and ideals.
Yet down in our hearts that is a yearning that we might still continue our
classes and mix with our school pals.
But here we cannot always remain. Duty calls us on; sacrifices made
by our parents and our own ambitions urge us on. And so, in leaving our
Dear Old Humes, our principal, our teachers and our schoolmates, we say—
JESSIE LEMASTER.
Adieu!

SUCCESS
The height of one's ambition is to be a success. To be a success one
must grasp tightly to the things he wishes to accomplish.
The most important part is not to be afraid to put forth some real
effort and hard work.
In the business world one is brought in contact with many and must
be prepared to meet man!.
Always bear in mind B. A. S.—"Be A Success."
One will find his work easy if he is honest, you will accumulate
friends and money by being honest. "Man Will Have Confidence In He
Who Is Honest."
To be a success in business and to your love ones let's all work for
the best and be honest in that which he deals.
EDYTHE CONLEY
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THE WINGED VICTORY
In the year 305 B. C. Demetrius Poliorcetes, son of Antigonus of Macedon, won a naval victory of Ptolemy. As a memorial, he set up, in Samothrace, the island on which the battle was fought, the beautiful "Nike," or
"Winged Victory.
The statue was found in 1863 and now is in the Louvre at Paris.
Victory is represented as having alighted upon the prow of a galley,
which forms the pedestal. Even in its multilated condition the sweep and
flutter of the robes in the wind make it one of the most thrilling relics of
Gfrecian art.
We, the 12-2 Class of June, 1931, take the greatest pleasure in present
ing this statue to our school. We feel it will create in the students of Humes
a love of the beautiful, and hope you will remember us when you gaze upon
"The Winged Victory."
MAXINE MEILSTRUP.

CLASS POEM

The HUMES TIGER
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HISTORY OF THE 12-2 CLASS
Four years ago a group of boys and girls, seeking adventure, boarded
a very large ocean-liner bound for a four year cruise around the world.
This ocean liner was destined to travel through many strange countries.
Some of the boys and girls looked forward to this voyage, others were
iladifferent, while a few, who feared that they might become seasick, had to
be urged to take the trip.
During the four years, many strange sights and unusual situations were
experienced by the group. To this crew were revealed secrets of science,
mathematics, literature, expression, foreign languages, music, etc. Some
were interested in one particular subject, and spent the most of their four
years studying it. Some specialized in art, some i'.i science, while others
found the expression of many subjects through beautiful melody. And of
course they were a few that found nothing interesting but just tagged along
after the rest as they had nothing else to do.
A few of the crew left the ship at various intervals during the journey
for different reaso'.is, altho the ocean liner stopped at certain ports to pick
up new passengers, who soon intermingled with the original crew and be

We hear the bell as it rings today,
All should be happy, it seems to say.
But it is not so within each heart,
As on life's journey We'll soon depart.

came one of them.
Throughout the whole trip, parties, dances, and outings were enjoyed
by all. Many of our group are talented. There could be found among us
singers, dancers, artists, musicians, and dramatic readers. Those who vvere
thus talented did their part in making our journey a cheerful and enjoy-

We leave you, Dear Humes, with hearts full of sorrow,
For our days with you will end tomorrow.
We give up our places to those now so gay,
Who soon shall feel what we feel today.

There would be times, however, when storms would arise. Everyone
would become excited and upset and turmoil would prevail for a time. But
soon the sea would again become calm and we would proceed on our journey

Now our weary eyes are filled with tears,
As we look back on those four years;
Oh, faculty, beloved, and Miss Allensworth too,
You have helped us in our work to do.
Farewell to Humes High's hall of fame,
We'll ever glory in your grand old name.
Victory for you our prayers will be,
As now we launch upon life's restless sea.
Dear old Humes High to us so near,
That we shall cherish year by year.
Farewell, farewell, to you we shall say,
As in this great world we make our way.
—Lucille Blumberg, Class Poet, '31
The teacher was putting questions to her class. "What do we call a
man," he asked, "who keeps on talking and talking when people are no
longer interested?"

-'Please sir," replied a boy, "a teacher."

as happily as ever.
The journey has about reached its eind. Some of us are sorry, others do
not care, while there are still the few that are quite relieved.
Some of us will board another ship to sea and learn of still greater
wonders. Some of us will settle down and begin working, while others will
probably hang around waiting for someone to urge them to do something
but no matter what happens, every one of us, even those whom we had to
urge to join us, will remember the wonderful journey that we made through
Humes High School.
LENA ROSENBLUM.
Historian.
Big Advantage
"The college boy in his coonskin coat is not unlike an enormous co
coon," says a writer. But you can go near a cocoon without the grub in
side asking for a cigarette.—Life.
Check and Double Check
First Convict—When does you-all leave heah, boy?"
Lifer—De fust.
First Convict—De fust ob when?
Lifer—De fust chance Ah gits.
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CLASS WILL
We, the senior class of June 1931, Humes High School, Memphis, Tenn.,
being almost about to leave this sphere in full possession of a sound mind (we
hope), memory and understanding do hereby make and publish this, our last
will and testament, making void all previous ones.
As to such estates as we have gained with our brilliant minds or given
to us by the Pates, we do dispose of as follows:
Article I. To Mr. Ragsdale and Miss Richardson we direct the care of
the future senior class, seeing that they need much.
Article II. We do direct that our funeral services be conducted by our
friends and wellwishers, the faculty, only enjoying that the funerals be car
ried on with all the dignity and pomp that our situation in the school has
merited. The said services are to be paid from the money left in the trea
sury.
Article III. We give and bequeath to the faculty restful nights and
peaceful dreams seeing their conditions at our departure.
Article IV. We give to the freshmen class the following advice accept
ing which will lead them to glory, copy us, learn to work if not to win; de
velopment comes sooner through bearing failures than successes. It isn't fun,
but still, look at us and be encouraged.
Article V. We will our ability to get around the office and teachers to
the 'next senior class.
Article VI. We leave our unblemished record as an example for the en
tire school.
Article VII. This class leaves their ability to make decisions that are
never changed to the twelve-one class.
Article VIII. Certain extraordinary individuals wish to will private
talents.
Section I. Lucille Blumberg and Dorothy Wadlington will their golden
voices to Ray Ridblatt and Bella Plesofsky.
Section II. Ben Schaffer wills his effective reducing tactics to Emily
Materna and Marguerite Deen, to be used jointly between them.
Section III. Maxine Meilstrup wills her talking ability to Martha Sue
McLendoh.
Section IV. George Collomp and Arthur O'Neil will their quietness to
Robert Massey.
Section V. Edythe Conley wills her useful hints on beauty to the girls
of the school in general.
Section VI. Jessie Le Master and James Hayes leave their wit to
Rachel Pritzker and Hugh Greer.
Section VII. Lena Rosenblum leaves her dark hair to Rose Gruber.
Section VIII. Martha Maddox and Roberta Craig will their friendship
to Annette Meek and Grace Johnson.
Section IX. Dorsey Stegall, Joe Young, Maxie Phillips, and Prince Mil
ler will their art of charming the girls to anyone who needs it.
Section X. Ola D. White and Irving Strauch will their debating ability
to Tom Kelley and Earl McCarrol.
Section XI. Albert Blumberg, Bobby West, and Jimmie Hooper will
their athelitic ability to Clinton Sawyer, Philip Jordan, and Edwin Meeks.
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Section XII. Marjorie Raney and Ruth Miller will their singing ability
to Grace Perkins and Alvin Solomon.
Section XIII. Ida Lucille Ramsey, Elizabeth Wynne, Frieda Epstein,
Katherine West, and Ilva Whitaker leave their ability to vamp the student
council monitors to those who do not have this strange power over men.
Section XIV. Maryella Fisher bequeaths her secretarial ability to
Florine Moore.
Section XV. Hazel Cohen's flaming youth she leaves to Bernice Simon.
Section XVI. Melvin Hettinger and D. it Beard will their ability to keep
out of trouble to.Cullen Quick.
Section XVII. Bill Fleming and Lillian Dries will their knowledge of
history to Fred Rankin.
Section XVIII. Jerome Lubin and Loel Hickman will their popularity
with the teachers to Mary McKenzie.
Section XIX. James Dallas leaves his great knowledge of business
managment to the editor of the next Herald.
Section XX. Arthur Willis and Davidi Lipman leave their trig knowl
edge to Frank Clark.
Section XXI. Jake Kaminsky and Bernard Katzerman will their desire
to be ladies' men to anyone who does not have this < ambition.
Section XXII. Anita Bell leaves her great. knowledge of life to Bruns
McCarrol.
Section XXIII. Elizabeth Buchanan leaves her cooking ability to Margaurite Deen.
•
Section XXIV. Kennithe Tomlin wills her sleepiness to Alfretta Sloan.
Section XXV. Jake Kaminsky wills his ability to manage the football
team to the next manager.
T
Section XXVI, Oscar Nicholson wills his fiery temper to Rafoil Levy.
Section XXVII. Elva Talbert leaves her studious ways to Jeanette CalSection XXVIII. Richard Moxley wills his blonde hair to Joe Boone.
All the rest of our property, whatsoever and wheresoever, of what na
ture, kind, and quality soever it may be, and not herein disposed of (after
paying our debts) we give and bequeath for his use and benefits absolutely
and we do hereby appoint our principal sole executor of this, our last will
and testament. In witness thereof we the class of 1931 place our seal this
26th day of May, A. D. one thousand nine hundred thirty one.
WALTER WEXLER, Testatrix.
MISS JOSEPHINE ALLENSWORTH, Witness.

"g
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PROPHESY OF THE 12-B CLASS-1931
My wife, who was formerly Miss Dorothy Wadlington, and I returned
to Memphis last week after an absence of fifteen years. We were celebrating
our wedding anniversary and decided to look up our old school mates.
We arrived at the Grand Central Station at 11:30 Tuesday morning.
The first thing we did was to see about our baggage and to our surprise
found Jerome Lubin to be the baggage clerk.
When leaving the station we were guided by Miss Maxine Meilstrup,
who was the clerk at the Grand Central Cigar Store.
We summoned a taxi which we found to be driven by Bobbie West.
We were driven to the hotel and after chatting with Bobbie, we went
in to register and were agains surprised to see Irving Strauch, who was
the hotel clerk.
We were very tired after the trip and went to our room. I ordered
lunch to be sent to us and it was brought up by Walter Wexler,
who was a bell boy. Walter told us that he was married to the former
Miss Edythe Conley.
Later in the afternoon my wife and I decided to go for a walk. We were
walking up Main St. when we met Dorsey Stegall, who informed us that
he was the mayor's secretary. He also told us that Arthur O'Neil and Prince
Miller were street cleaners a.id that Arthur had married Marjorie Raney.
We then stopped in Woolworth's and were waited on by Miss Lucille
Blumberg.
Next door to Woolworth's was a new beauty salon owned and operated
by Miss Elizabeth Buchanan and Peggy Cartwright.
We went in Gerber's and were greeted by Miss Ida Lucille Ramsey
and Miss Maryella Fisher, who were maids. We learned from them that Miss
Martha Maddox was teaching school in South America, and that Katherine
West was president of the Y. Wl. C. A. in Little Rock, Arkansos.
It was getting near dinner time so we returned to the hotel and were
served dinner by Miss Anita Bell, the head waitress.
That night we went to the New Rialto Theater. Oscar Nicholson was the
manager and we were ushered to our seats by Maxie Phillips.
Miss Lillian Dries and Miss Frieda Epstein, who are famous singers,
were on the vaudeville program.
At one o'clock the next morning, the room next to ours caught fire
and the fire chief turned out to be George Collomp. A few minutes later
there arrived on the scene James Dallas, the Commerical Appeal star
reporter, and Albert Blumberg, who was very upset because the hotel was
protected by the insurance company which he represented.
The next afternoon we again walked about town. On the corner of
Union and Main, where Walgreen's formerly was, I discovered Miss Ilva
Whitaker's School of Dancing.
Farther on we saw Ben Shaffer's pawn shop and David Lipman's
fish market. We stopped in to speak to Ben and found that Arthur Willis
was the proud owner of a barber shop and that Elva Talbert was his
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best manicurist. He also told us that Miss Lena Rosenblum was a famous
chiropractor and that Miss Jessie Lemaster was her secretary.
That evening we decided to visit a night club. We were told at the
hotel that the most popular might club was the "Old Silver Slipper" which
was now "The Golden Pumpkin."
We then rented an automobile from D. H. Beard and started for the
club. D. H. had married the former Miss Roberta Craig.
When we were about half way to the club we were stopped for speed
ing by two motorcycle policemen who turned out to be Louis Hulett and
Richard Moxley. They were delighted to see us and let us go».
We checked our coats at the club with Miss Kennithe Tomlin, and then
out stepped Ola D. White in a tuxedo and he informed us that he was the
owner of this and several other night clubs. This shock nearly killed Dorothy
and me, and when we saw Ola D. gambling, Dorothy fainted.
Everyone was having a marvelous time when someone shouted, "The
place is going to be raided". It was too late to run for the officers were
already in the ball room. I looked the officers over and was delighted to
see the sheriff's badge on Melvin Hettinger. Melvin was assisted by Deputies
Loel Hickman, James Hooper and Jake Kaminsky. Two pastors also accompa
nied the raiding party. James Haynes and Bill Fleming served as escorts
to Miss Hazel Cohen, who was president of the Ladies' Welfare Society.
Melvin said he was very sorry but he would have to take Dorothy and
me up It was just a joke on us, however, because we were tried by Judge
Ruth Miller who gave us one hour in jail. We were put in the cell next to
Aaron Weiss who was up for stealing chickens and bootlegging.
JOE YOUNG.

WHO'S WHO IN THE SENIOR CLASS

j>
H

After much talking, voting and general confusion, the senior
class elected the following for the celebrities of the class:
Prettiest Girl
Edythe Conley
Handsomest Boy
Walter Wexler
Most popular Girl
- Ruth Miller
Most Popular Boy
James Hooper
Most Attractive Girl
.Peggy Cartwright
Most Attractive Boy
,."i
J°e Young
Best All-round Girl
Lucille Blumberg
Best All-round Boy
- Albert Blumberg
Best Girl Student
..Maxine Meilstrup
Best Boy Student
Ota D. White
Sunshine Girl
:...:.....-Marjorie Raney
Sunshine Boy ...'.
James Dallas
Wittiest Girl
Jesse Le Master
Wittiest Boy
James Haynes
Sweetest Girl
Ida Lucille Ramsey
Nicest Boy
Robert West
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OUR SENIORS
Miss Josephine Allensworth, teacher of our class,
We're sure all seniors she will pass.
President of the class is Bobby West,
And we think he is the very best.
Irving Strauch knows parliamentary law,
Does this help him to argue with "His Paw"?
Maxine Meilstrup has a northern brogue,
But with the boys she's a devilish rogue.
-Toe Young is very attractive,
When at a dance his feet are active.
Peggy Cartwright, whom everyone knows,
Has quite a hard time in conquering her beaus.
Louis Hulett is used to getting his way,
A certain girl will change him, we hope, some day.
Hazel Cohen, a red-headed lass,
She is the "Flaming Youth" of our class.
Oscar Nicholson is in the Humes band,
Come on, let's give him a great big "hand."
Katherine West, little and petite,
How could she be anything but sweet?
James Dallas, our editor-in-chief,
We hope he'll never come to grief.
Ruth Miller, a shorthand shark,
In an auto likes to "park".
George Collomp, so bashful and quiet,
When with the girls he causes a riot.
Dorothy Wadlington, a cute blonde,
'if her everyone is fond.
Walter Wexler, a handsome lad,
Always good, and never bad.
Marjorie Raney, our cheer leader,
Always on the lookout for "Bill" to meet
Ben Schaffer is a little overweight,
But to his classes he's never late.
Roberta Craig hasn't been with us long,
She's always quiet and never acts wrong.

er.
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Ola D. White, so tall and neat,
In politeness he can't be beat.
Martha Maddox likes a boy named James,
We wonder how long the "Maddox" remains.
Bill Fleming is a regular clown,
On his face you never see a frown.
Frieda Epstein never has much to say,
Until it comes to banking day.
Dorsey Stegall has a famous line,
Girls fall for it till it's a crime.
Although our Anita is tall and slim,
Some day we're sure that she'll find "him".

The HUMES TIGER
Elva Talbert is smart in her books,
Also very pretty when it comes to looks.
Arthur Willis likes little girls, so they say,
So girls take heed, start reducing today.
Ilva Whitaker is often late for school,
We think she should try Benjamin Franklin's rule.
A very smart boy is Aaron Weiss,
And here's a secret, he's very nice.
Edythe Conley our prettiest girl,
Keeps all the boy's heads in a whirl.
Melvin Hettinger shocked us at a glance,
When he ventured out to our class dance.

Arthur O'Neil hardly has anything to say,
But "still water runs deep," so some people say.

Lillian Dries never has much to say,
We wonder why she is that way.

Jessie LeMaster has such a funny laugh,
With an appetite worse than a starving calf.

Albert Blumberg is a mischievous pest,
He has our dearest wish to let us rest.

Richard Moxley likes a girl friend of a boy friend of his,
All's fair in love so we will excuse him of this.

Kennithe Tomlin has a wide knowledge of French,
That many boys like her, we know is a cinch.

As office girl Maryella Fisher takes the prize,
As to this vocation we think she is wise.

D. H. Beard is an abiding Boy Scout,
His motto is "Be Prepared" beyond a doubt.

Maxie Phillips is always laughing at life,
We wonder if he'll do this when he gets a wife.

David Lipman has such a cute little smile,
He will find someone he loves after a while.

Ida Lucille is a popular young lass,
Especially when it comes to the opposite class.
We know Loel Hickman by his funny writing,
But he's a good sport and won't try fighting.
Lena Rosenblum with her black curly hair,
Will many men very successfully ensnare.
Jacob Kaminsky is very funny,
With a disposition that is quite sunny.
Elizabeth Buchanan is a very precise young lass,
Many will miss her when she graduates with our class.
Jimmie Hooper, a dizzy blond,
Of him girls are fond.
A very nice girl is Elizabeth Wynne,
Who also proves a very staunch friend.
Bernard Katzerman we think is very wise,
He saves his money, for what? His wives?
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James Hayes likes to borrow money,
The girls have ceased to think it's funny.
Prince Miller is quite a young sheik,
When he smiles the girls get weak.
Jerome Lubin is noted for liking study halls,
Is it really to study or for the girls that he falls?
Thank goodness! This is over.
^
If there'd been many more, I'd be under the "clover".
LUCILLE BLUMBERG.
JESSIE LE MASTER.
And Tap It Lightly

"Oh, John!" screamed the excited woman driver, "the car is running
away?"
"Can you stop it?" asked the worried husband.
"No."
"Well then see if you can't hit something cheap."
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SENIOR CLASS HOROSCOPE

Pupil
Otherwise
Robert West
Bobby
Jessie LeMaster
Giggles
David Lipman .Lippy
Anita Bell
'Nita
Richard Moxley
Moxley
Authur Willis
Willy
Roberta Craig
Rocus
D. H. Beard
Whiskers
Hazel Cohen
Red
Jacob Kaneinsky
Jake
Kennithe Tomlin
Sleepy
Loel Hickman
Sir Lowell
Elizabeth Buchanon ....Dinkey
James Dallas
Jimmie
Edythe Conley
Honey
Authur O'Neii
Dip
Elizabeth Wyr.ne
Windy
Jerome Lubdn
Jerry
Freda Epstein
Fritz
Irving Strauch
Daisy
Ilva Whitaker
Sing
Ben Schaffer
Blimp
Lena Rosenblum
Le
Ola D. White
Ola
Elva Talbert
Dimpler
Oscar Nicholson
Nick
Maryella Fisher
Mar-rie
Melvin Hettinger
Dutch
Katherine West
Kat
George Collomp
Georgie
Lucile Blumberg
Cille
Louis Hulett
Hulett
Maxine Mielstrup ....Babe
Joe Young
Dyersberg Kid ..
Martha Maddox
Marthie
Prince Miller
Doctor
Ida Lucile Ramsey
Sweet
Maxie Phillips
Max
Marjorie Raney
Margie
Albert Blumberg
A1
Ruth Miller
Ditty
James Hooper
Jim
Peggy Cartwright
Peg
Walter Wexler
Beautiful
Lillian Dries
Lil
Bill Fleming
Bill
Dorothy Wadlington ...Dot
James Hayes
Mallet
Dorsey Stegall
.-.Colonel
Bernard Katzerman ...Barney
Aaron Weiss
Kayo

Highest Ambition
Favorite Expression
Students listen!
Traising
To be i n All-American star
...Athletics
....He he he.
Eating
To be s man hater
.Giggles
..To operate a street car
Aw now.
. Walking
...His feet
.To get fat
Huh!
... Studying
1
...Quietness
..To be a strong man ir. a circus
Lets try a 500 lb.
...Exercising
...Strength
..To
be
mayor
of
Podunk
Hey there.
.. Riding around
...Curley hair
..To be a steno
Aw quit.
...Reading shorthand
...Intelligence
..To
teach
geometry
Hold everything.
...Working
^trig
.. Geometrical ability
...To be a movie star
Vou pain me.
...Primping ..A
...Complexion
...To get rich easy
Let me tell you something.
...Telling abouihis dates
...Managing ability ...
...To fall in love
He-He.
...Talking to tte boys
.. Attractiveness
...To be an opera singer
What's that?
...Singing .....J.
..To go around the world
I gotto go see. Miss Hess.
...Gossiping
...Blushes
To be an architect
Good enuff.
...Doing something to help someone
...His art ability
...To get married
Let me see.
...Dreaming of Dorsey
...Her persistency
To be an elevator operator
Now! Now! Now!
...Loafing
...His roughness .
To be Miss Memphis
I may.
...Smiling
...Being nice
pawn
...Talking about his brother'
...Stoutness
To be a pawn broker
Well! listen!
shop
To go to S. U. I
Up North.
..Size
Talking
To be a rabbi
You mear. it?
...Debates
Debating
To be a dancer
Oh! goodness!
..Her loud talking
Talking and grinning
To be a cartoonist
Behold!
...His ability to keep a promise ..Read funnypapers
Her curves
Studying
To take Miss Richardson's place
I don't think so.
Diplomatic ability
Hunting
To be a lawyer
I dcn*t see why
Friendliness
Talking about the movies
To keep her long curly hair
So help me goodness.
His talk
Debating Margaret
To be president of a bank
Kiss my aching heart.
Determination
Keeping Walter out of trouble
To be able to talk about Maxine
Aw heck.
His history
Selling Coca-colas
To be head of a chain of stores
I'll say so.
Her hair
Entertaining the boys
To be a school teacher
Now! listen.
.Transcribing shorthand notes Talking to himself
To be a great thinker
I dunno.
...To be Mrs
Aw, Jesse!
Being sweet ..
...To
be
a
motor
cycle
cop
Hello Creature.
..His car
Wrestling
...To take Marie Dressler's place
Ahhh.
.. Her talking ability
Reading movie magazines .
.."Where are you i a trig?".
..To be mayor of Dyersberg
...His escapades in Dyersberg
Talking about Dyersberg ....
...Gosh!
..To be Mrs. Phifer
.Talking about James
...Her loving ways
...I'se regusted.
...To double for John Boles
Grinning
...Those red suspenders
...Oh yeah!
...To do something impossible
Tennis
...Her willing way
...Hot dog!
...To be an aviator
. Loving the ladies
...His sunny disposition .
...Am I late?
...To improve Bill
Singing .....i
...Being late
...Hello, Ditty.
...To have lots of money
.Talking to Sflith M
....Collecting nickels ...
...Ohhhh.
..To
be
a
private
sect'y
Dar.cing
... Her personality
...Aw.
...To be a coach
.Sleeping in si1"0!
...His way with women
...You're crazy.
Vamping a! certain Humes athlete ..To be a heroine
. ..Her feet
;..
...To double for Ramon Navarro .... ...Mighty fine, I tell you!
.Going to the movies
. ..His dimples
...Who said so?
...To be a music teacher
....Quietness
Talking
...Pshaw,
...To be a druggist
....His talking about himself
Swimming
...Marry a handsome millionaire .. ...Horrors!
... Her smiles
Arguing with Miss Allensworth
...To see a little bit of everything . ... Hello, Sarah.
... Witty remarks
Eating chili mac
...Hi, Babe.
i dancing contest
.....His dar.cing ability
Talking to the frails .
.. Pay-purs!
..Studying
To be £ banana ir
...Selling newspapers
... Am I right, Miss Anderson?
a shoe shop .
...His French pronunciation
Argurir.g with Rafoil
To r
Fam

Favorite Pastime
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SPORTS
Many people think of athletics only in the sense of winning and losing,
but Coach Hiltpold, in his work with the boys, has tried to instill in them
hot only the ability to win, but also to stand the gaff of life and meet the
competition in the business world. There will be defeats as well as victories
in life, and the ability to give one's best, while losing, is as valuable train
ing as to make a spurt when everything looks like victory. The physical
life of football may not fit one for modern life, but it's agressiveness, it's
self-confidence, it's social contacts, it's travels, it's facility in meeting people,
and it's training in sportmanship are of tremendous value.
Athletics at Humes during the past year have been good. The foot
ball team had a good season, being the only team to beat Central, the champ
ions. This year was the first time that Humes has defeated Catholic High
in football. The team had three out of town games. They were played
with Blytheville, Tupelo, and Helena.
A number of boys will be lost by graduation. Those graduating are
Captain Bland, Bobby West, Jim Hooper, Ben Glazer, Prince Miller, Albert
Blumberg, and several others, including Ola D. White, and Jake Kaminsky,
managers. "Sonny" Rosen has been elected captain for next year and Phil
Jordan is alternate. This pair should lead Humes to many victories.
The basketball team was led by Bobby West, and, although not winning
many games, they put up a good fight with those teams they played. Rudy
Gartside is next year's captain and with Rudy at the helm Humes should be
well up in the race.
The wrestling team put up a game fight in the wrestling tournament.
They had two champions this year, Brock Milwood, heavyweight, and Harold
Calloway, lightweight.
In the boxing tournament Humes had two finalists. Benny Lazarov
and "Chicken" O'Guinn were defeated in the finals after putting up good
fights. "Chicken" fought a man much heavier than he was and made a
good showing of himself.
The golf team was composed of Tom Merriam and Rocky Walters.
They were eliminated, but not until they had given a good account of them
selves.
The baseball team promises to have a good season. They started off
with a startling 18-11 victory over O. B. C. Humes has two good pitchers
in Ola D. White and Gayton Zini, who was converted from an outfielder
into a pitcher. Captain Hooper, can also throw a baseball to advantage
when called upon. Jim has been playing first base and has been handling
himself like a veteran. Four players wpl be lost by graduation, Captain
Hooper, Bobby West, Ola D. White, and Albert blumberg.
Coach Hiltpold has done a lot for athletics at Hmues, much credit is
due Coach. He has worked tirelessly with the boys and they all wish to
thank, him for all that he has done for them.
ALBERT BLUMBERG.
"Did you make the debating team?"
"N-n-no. They s-s-said I w-w-wasn't t-t-tall enough."
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DEPARTMENTS
Englkh is now recognized as the most important subject taught in
the schools to-day. It is the only subject which is required for four years

metry. These classes are not fully developed yet, but they are growing
gradually.
Here is a sketch of the classes of the fourth year of mathematics since
it was started, the number of girls and boys in each class, and the students
picked by Miss England as the ones who led the classes each year.
Solid geometry class of 1928: three boys Lamar Hyde, Charles Mosely,

in the high school course.
The senior English department of Humes High School is under the guid
ance of Miss Josephine Allensworth, Miss Jennie Allensworth, and Mrs.

and Leslie Strong.
Trigonometry class of 1928: six boys led by Harry Vaughn.
Solid geometry class of 1929 six boys and three girls led by Aubrey

M. B. Green.
Through the English department we become acquainted with the most
famous authors and read many of the masterpieces of literature.
In the ninth grade we read Scott's "Ivanhoe" and Stevenson's "Treasu
re Island." In our sophomore year we read two of Shakespeare's works
"Julius Caesar" and "As you Like It". Addison and Steele's "Sir Roger
De Coverly Papers" are also read in this year. Poe gives us "The Gold
Bug". In our junior year we enjoyed selections from Milton's "Paradise
Lost" and Tennyson's "In Memorian." There is a selection of poems writ
ten by famous poets which we read during this year. We also study the
lives of each author in connection with the works he has contributed to the
literary World. In our last year we have a most enjoyable group of novels
to read. "Dicken's "Tale of Two Cities" and Tennyson's "Iyllds of The

Smith and Lillian Lenderman.
Trigonometry slass of 1930: seven boys and one girl, class led by Aubrey

ENGLISH

King" are interesting.
English is receiving more attention from the public than ever before.
We must know how to express our thoughts and ideas clearly and be able
to pronounce the words distinctly. Since the invention of radio and talkies,
speakers are in greater demand than ever before.
PEGGY CART WRIGHT.

Smith and Herbert Waller.
Solid geometry class of 1930: eight boys, led by Ola D. White and
Robert West.
Trignometry class of 1931 has eleven boys and two girls and several
have a chance to lead the class. It seems that the higher forms of mathema
tics do not appeal to the girls. However, there has been a few who have
been interested enough to finish the course in mathematics offered. We hope
to have more girls in the future. The fourth year mathematics classes are
under the efficient instruction of Miss England.
There has been a club organized called the "Mathematical Wrinkles^,
which has Miss England as a sponsor. The motto of the club is "Be Square''1.
The purpose of the club is to create an interest in mathematics.
Several students who have taken the four years of mathematics are in
college and are making good. We hope they will continue to do sot A person
who can make good in four years of mathematics usually has the ability to
succeed in later life.

MATHEMATICS
Mathematics is the oldest or one of the oldest studies we know. It
dates back as far as the beginning of man, and to the days of the Greeks
and Egyptians. It is interesting to know the history of mathematics, but
it is more interesting to know the history and the progress of the mathe
matics classes in our school.
In Humes there is a four year course in mathematics: two years of
algebra, one year of plane geometry, one term of solid geometry, and one
term of trigonometry.
_r_
The first year of algebra it taught by the following teachers: Miss
Hess, Miss Gibson, and Miss Aymett. The second year of algebra is taught
by Miss England. Special classes are conducted by Miss Richardson and
Mr. Jones at the present.
.
Plane Geometry, is the oldest form of mathematics we know. This
subject proves to us that what we have learned in math preceding geometry
is true. As we get into the higher forms of mathematics we find that the
classes get smaller, but the subject really gets more interesting as we go
along. Plane geometry is taught by Miss England.
Then comes the last year of mathematics, solid geometry and trigono

ROBERT WEST.

DOMESTIC ART
The spring term of 1931 has been an exceedingly spectacular one
for the sewing department of Humes High School, in that the students
made two public appearances en masse. The first one was of city wide
importance.
...
, T ' J_
On March 11, 1931 the students presented a fashion revue at Loews
State theater as their contribution to the cotton carnival. Cotton pajamas
and print dresses were featured. The girls served as models.
On Stunt night, March 27, they gave a second fashion revue in. the
school auditorium. They achieved a unique effect for their pajamas dis
play by having the curtain rise showing the girls in their pajamas. Each
girl was holding a lighted candle.
A great many of the articles made during the term will be ex
hibited at the Tri-State Fair next September.
At the close of the school year, the annual display of the girls
work was held in the domestic art rooms of the school.
Mrs. Conyers, head' of the department, is largely responsible tor
it's success.

ilva

whitaker.
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MUSIC
Music is the universal language of mankind throughtout the ages. It
has proved to express every human emotion, love, hate, nobility, degradation,
discouragement, achievement and defeat. No matter what race we belong
to, these things or felt and understood when expressed in music. We are
beginning to realize the! fact that this study must have an increasing larger
consideration in our school programs, both vocal and instrumental.
Progress is being made. Every spring students are sent to the state
convention to participate in musical programs . One year the southern
convention of music meets, then the next spring the national convention is
held at these connections. Students are under the direction of some o
best known musicians of our country.
Memphis-had the honor of having the last southern convention of music
to meet here. Students from all over the southland came to this convention,
and they with-pupils from our own schools spent an enjoyable as wen
studious week. The chorus made up of 400 high school students were under
the direction of Mr. Breach, who is director of music in the Brookyri schools
of New York. The orchestra of 250 students were under the direction
of MA Waddey who is very prominent in the musical developement of ou
country.
. .
At the national convention in Chicago last spring young musicians
from all over our country gathered to study under such noted directors as
Dr. Hollis Dann who was in charge of the glee clubs and Mr. Walter Damrach
who had charge of the orchestra.
The music department in our own high school is under the direction of
Miss Virginia Lee Alexander. Under her direction our glee club and orches
tra has taken part in many programs and entertainments m our ci^
It is interesting to know that our glee club has doubled its memne
hit) " theTast year Our orchestra has an enrollment of thirty-six student .
P S»»e,?p'o"d of i« m».ic department.
The student, .re now realMo* the importance of the .object, because it gives o. an opportumty
„k, stock, to look results s,u.r.!y in the face.

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT
The commercial department is one of the most popular ini Hume*

SCh°
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transaction of a corporation. In the eleventh grade the student begins a
two year course in stenography. In the senior year special stress is given
to dictation and transcribing. When the students complete the course, they
may be regarded as a full fledged stenographer. A course in Commercial
Law and economics is offered in the twelth grade which enlightens the
pupil on the technical points pertaining to business of the present day.
The commercial department is very fortunate in having such modern
equipment. We have the Monroe and Burrough's calculators, Burrough's
posing machine, dictaphone, stenotype, memograph and ditto machines. All
commercial students are required to learn to operate the machines and
those who so desire, can take special courses and receive credit for same.
Those who have followed commercial work throughout
their high
school course have been given every possible advantage in the commercial
line. We should thank our principal, Mr. Ragsdale, who is an admirer of,
commercial work and has made these advantages possible, not forgetting
our teachers who have worked constantly with us, Miss Farr, Miss Fisher,
and Miss Robinson of the junior department; Miss Pilkinton, and Mr. C. C.
Jones of the senior department. So in the future those, who have not
taken the advantage of the commercial department should do so. Let s
all boost the commercial department.
OSCAR NICHOLSON.

SHOP
There are two phases of shop work, wood work and mechanical draw
ing. In woodwork, various articles of furniture are made under the super
vision of Mr. Shofner, Mr. Freeman, Mr. Presgrove, and Mr. Whitworth.
With the combined efforts of the instructors and pupils, many prizes
have been won by Humes students. This is indeed a fine accomplishment on
the part of the instructors and students.
Mechanical drawing, which is as interesting as it is helpful, is directed
by Mr. Shofner. Mechanical drawing is divided into two classes that of
machine drawing and architectual drawing.
In mechanical drawing and woodwork the student learns many things
of practical use. A student can make much of the furniture for his home
in the shop and when he leaves school there is usually a good job waiting
for a good v .od-worker.
Mechanical drawing prepares a student to begin work in a draftman's

It

it the junior high grades the commercial students receive their initial
In the junior
gii s
two
parts> junior business

or an architect's office.
This training in shop many times proves the foundation for many dif
ferent types of work. All boys should take at least one year's work in
either of the two departments of shop, woodworking or mechanical drawDAVID LIPMAN.
Naval Reduction
"And how is your husband getting on with his reducing exercises, Mrs.
Neuquids?"
.
"You'd be surprised—that battle ship 'e 'ad tattooed on 'is chest is now

first course is the operation of partnership, and the second is that

only a rowboat!"
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SCIENCE
As time goes on we realize more and more the importance of science.
Most everything that we come in contact with has originated from some
scientific developement.
The world war is probably the outstanding reason for the knowledge
of science to be brought before the people. Many men on either side met
their death by poisonous gases. Chemists labored day and night trying to
discover a gas that was more deadly than the other side had. All inventors
were busy trying to make a gun that would shoot faster or further than the
ones already in use. In other words we began to feel that it was not GO
much the physical power that ruled but it was inventions and discoveries
made by scientists.
.
After the war we had a large supply of poisonous gases on hand and
we had to dispose of them in some way. The scientists then went to wor
and converted them in to useful gases. They even made perfume from some
of the gases.
This all shows the importances of science, or rather the deve.opemen
of science.
No high school cburse is really complete without at least a year or
two of science. Science takes its place as one of the most important sub
jects in high school.
Humes furnishes a complete four year course of science. This course
is composed of general science, biology, chemistry, ajfd physics. We have
two well equiped laboratories. We have about two thousand dollars worth
of material in our physics labratory alone.
Mr. Winfield, our science teacher, is well fitted for his position as he
has a way of explaining a subject which immediately holds your interest.
I do not think that anyone will have any trouble in getting interested
in science, and, as it is becoming so necessary in our daily life, more of us
should include it in our high school course.
OLA D. WHli .
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FRENCH
The French language has always been the language of culture among
all nations, and is growing more so in the present. Today it is one of
the major subjects in all our high schools and colleges.
On April 18, 1931, twelve of the pupils entered the French tour
nament which was held at the State Teachers' College.
It is customary for the advanced pupils to correspond with the English
studeints in France. In accordance with this custom several of the students
in French IV and French VI have been receiving some very interesting
letters and gifts from their friends in France.
In order to provide for the individual differences of the pupils, three
days a week are set apart for silent reading in classes III, IV, V, aind VI. By
this means each student is enabled to read at his own rate and thus he
neither has to await on the others nor is forced beyond what he is able
to do. In order to ascertain the progress made by each individual student;
reading cards, giving a summary and criticism of the material read, are
required at the end of each week. The remaining two days of the week are
spent in grammatical study. Thus far, this plan has proven successful and
much more interesting to the majority of the pupils.
"Le Cercle Francais" was of short duration this year, due to the fact
that it resumed its work late in the term and, too, it was necessary to meet at
night in order to avoid a conflict with other clubs. Night school closed
April 1st and there was no other public meeting center for "Le Cercle
Francais," so it was necessary to disband for the seaon.
We feel that Miss Anderson is a most able instructor and that we
could continue our French work successfully after our training with her.
She is always kind, considerate and willing to help us in any way that
KENNITHE TOMLIN.

ART
LATIN
Latin! At once a person that knows something of his own language
knows what the word Latin signifies, and its importance to his native
t011gMany

people think that Latin is a dead language, but no, it is far
from being dead. People do not realize that we, as North Americans, use
hundreds and hundreds of words daily that are derived directly from
Latin words. They do not realize that nearly every bone in our body
has a Latin name, and that practically all medical terms are in Latin
When Latin was first taught in Humes, Mrs. Green and Miss Anderson
were the teachers. At present, Miss Nola Almond helps you over the rocks
of Elementary Latin, while you go with Caesar, listen to Cicero s orations,
and wander with Aeneas, by taking the last three years of Latin, offer
ed in high school, under the tutorship of Mrs. M. K. Bacon.
The senior class of June, 1931, hopes that the students of Humes
will take up the places which they have vacated,

The art department of Humes High School is under the supervision of
Miss Louise Moffett.
The main idea of art and the art department is to teach and develop
design as used in practically everything pertaining to everyday life, so we
Americans will naturally know what is good taste and what is not.
The
way this is developed is in the rythm and space, noting variety and accent,
combination, balance, harmony, and rhythm. Harmony is essential.
Every student should have a course or some knowledge of art because
it will teach him to appreciate real art in later life when we make up the
next generation.
ELVA TALBEJtT.
Keeping It Going
"I want to see the boss."
"What do you want to see him about?"
"About a job."
"I'm sorry but you can't see him; he's in an unemployment conference."
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE

has been a great increase in the number of students taking history in
the last three years. Today the department has an enrollment of twentyfour students. These students are trained in map-making, historical book
reviews, occasional debates, and the knowledge of current events.
History is one of the most important subjects in school, so everyone
should manage to take several years of it.
MARJORIE RANEY.

"We may live without poetry, music and art;
We may live without conscience, and live without heart;
We may live without friends, we may live without books,
But civilized man cannot live without cooks."
MEREDITH
One of the most interesting subjects taught at Humes is domestic
science. In this course we have a very capable and pleasing instructor,
Miss Ambrosia Noetzel. Anyone who takes this course under her finds
it very interesting and worthwhile.
The real foundation is given in the first part of the course, witn
the preparation of breakfast and luncheon dishes. Then in the second
part of the course this study is continued until a complete dinner has
been served. The girls get their practical experience m this work by
serving teas and luncheons to the members of the faculty.
The second part of the course includes a detailed study of dietetics
in which the students learn to prepare proper foods for the adult, the
child and the sick. At the conclusion of this health posters are ma
which add a great deal more interest to the course and which prove
very useful.
this course to help the students understand the
It is the aim of
social relationship of the home, the relative value of various home-making
activities, the responsibilities of the home-maker, and the economic pro
blems that have to do with the home.
If a girl ever expects to succeed as a home-maker, she must have
the proper training. This course gives a great part of the necessary
requirements.

ELIZABETH BUCHANAN

HISTORY
All of the students of Humes have heard the following expression:
"Give Me Liberty, or Give Me Death," these are the words of the famous
orator Patrick Henry. Whom of us have not read of the daring: adventures
of Columbus, Napoleon, Ponce de Leon, our own George Washington,
Stonewall Jackson, the famous Robert E. Lee, and General Pershing. Then
let us recall the battles of Gettysburg, Surrender of Burgoyne at. Saratoga,
Shiloh, the naval battle of Santiago and the more recent Battle of the Marne,
We are interested in these battles and sayings because they are so vitally
important to the education of every American boy and girl.
Let us remember that the Department of History is one of the most
important in our school. Students are realizing this and are taking advantage
of the training they receive under the leadership of Miss Scrivener, Mrs.
Bacon, and Miss Walker.
Our school offers a three year course in History. The tenth and eleventh
grade students have the choice of taking either Ancient or Modern History
while twelth grade students are required to take American History. There

DRAMATICS
Drama is a new thing in high schools, that is, the serious business of
teaching boys and girls to really produce plays. It is a product of the past
six or seven years, and it is growing with immense speed.
The extent and intensity of high school dramatics are extraordinary.
Dramatics are considered a valuable factor in the educational process. It
develops personals and social qualities of the utmost importance.
Through the dramatic instinct, which developes from the play instinct,
they boy or girl can escape the restrictions of the single limited personality.
He can escape for his individual environment and broaden his personality.
He can discover possibilities in the life about him. In dramatics there is team
work, which develops those trats that constitute the foundations of fine
citizenship: self control and emotional mastery, self-reliance and self-confi
dence, adaptability, initiative that drives through obstacles to altruistic ends,
tolerance and understanding, a sense of personal responsibility, a loyalty
rooted in the principle of each for all and all for each, an enthusiastic co
operative spirit fit for companionship and a sense of fair play.
The dramatic department of Humes High School is under the very
capable directorship of Miss Elsa Alice Schilling. During the past semes
ter, the plays "Joint Owners In Spain," given by four girls of the dramatic
club, and the "The Womanless Fashion Show", a clever presentation of the
boys of the 12-2 class, were produced.
Miss Schilling and the dramatic department is one of the greates assets
to Humes High School, in consideration of the fact that it promotes the
advancement of drama, and developes social and personal qualities.
IDA LUCILLE RAMSEY.
Case for Tact or a Club
The chief constable of a smaal town was also an expert veterinary
surgeon. One night the 'phone rang, and the constable's wife answered it.
'.'Is the constable there?" asked an agitated voice.
"Do you want my husband in his capacity of veterinary surgeon or
as chief constable?" inquired the woman rather pompously.
"Both, madam," came the reply. "We can't get our new bulldog to
open his mouth and—there's a burglar in it."
Violent Measures
"Did you yell for he^ when you were held up?" .
"I started to, but the bandits told me that if I didn't shut up they'd call
the police."
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Junior Class Officers
President
„
,
Secretary
Treasurer
_
.
Reporter

WHO'S WHO IN 9-2

WARREN I Kl.BETTER
EVELYN GILL

-

BURNELL PARKS

Most Popular Girl .

..BARRY BRYANT

Prettiest Girl

Vice-Presidents

ROBERT GIFFORD, First; ™ELMA CONN,
Second; F. A. BILLIONS, Third; TEDDY
OWENS, Fourth; RUSSELL SUM
MERS, Fifth ;WOODROW
PHILLIPS, Sixth.
CLASS COLORS
Yellow and White

Best All-round Girl
Smartest Girl

Catherine Phillips
Kathleen Lee
Irene Morehead

Wittiest Girl

Helen Todd

Most Popular Boy
Best Looking Boy
Best All-round Boy
Smartest Boy
Wittiest Boy

Carnell McBride
...

Russell Summers
C. W. Vinson
Gayton Zini
.....Norman Shapiro

...

Charles Townley

CLASS MOTTO
"He conquers who conquers himself."
CLASS FLOWER

9-2 CLASS COMMITTEES

Rose
Dress
HUMES CUB STAFF

rL

ABE KRIGER
==:ioRENE.c™

Bailey Levy, Chairman

Colors, Flowers, Motto
-.
Beatrice Mitchell, Chairman
Entertainment

Celia Kaplan, Chairman

Class Ring and Pin
Norman Shapiro, Chairman

Wit and Humor Editors . . . . H E L E N T O D D .
T|^"""™ZZ™"ZrZ~-XAWRENCB STARNES
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the morning milked some Kauerz, but got only a Gill of milk. Then he went

THE ROAD TO KNOWLEDGE

into the Gordon, but was bitten by a spider and turned Wilder than ever.

As graduates of junior high school we are looking forward to the attain
ment of the fullest measure of education offered in the S™ ^ u h ig
We might reflect on that part of the road already traveled and that which

In the meantime Detective Gagilo was at the Morehouse Hotel where
he meet "Fleetfoot" Shapiro, the famous Marathon runner.
him in as a deputy.

Gagilo swore

Then he went to Youla Speros, a fortune teller.

She

said, "I will be Prank with you." She Delk the cards and promised success.
bef°?heSroad

is long.; it has many crook's and turns; it is beset with obstacles
and temptations, yel with our eyes set upon the goal - can overcome these
things and in due time acquire that knowledge so much to be desired.
?«'et.iM forth upon our i.uru.y, on. of tho firtt b.m.rt U>b.
ered and removed is indifference. It is a Well known fact that that we must
have a sincere interest in our search for knowledge, if we expect to make

Jumping after the body, he got some hard Knox from the crowd that gathered.

„« wonder If the results ere worth the effort! we hesitate, end it is here thut
we must renew our determination to go straight ahead on our course
Soon, however, there is the inclination to let down. The work and study
is becoming more difficult and we think how much easier it would be just

Stanfield-Kennedy Funeral Parlor took charge of the remains. But LawSon, prosecuting attorneys, thought they were gyped out of a case.
—By NORMAN SHAPIRO and ABE KRIGER.

The fortune teller showed them a basket and asked, "How much will you
Gifford?" They did not reply and left. The place was near Starnes Mitchell's
printing shop which was on Jackson Avenue.
gave chase.

Shapiro saw the Crook and

After chasing him for sometime he shot the man in the neck.

The bandit was Broken Nose Kriger, the notorious bandit from six-feet

"get by" rather than get facts.
i;++iP farOver coming this temptation, we proceed up the road and a Mtle far
ther ahead on the side road is the Temple of Procrastmatfon whe^ we are
tempted to linger awhile. Though seemingly unimportant, this is ,nreality
one of the greatest difficulties we find necessary to ™ve
How often^we
are inclined to put off until tomorrow what we should do today.
that "tomorrow never comes".
our tiroHaving a strong determination and the will to do, we contin
.J
gress. The road becomes narrower; its travelers are fewer, for only the fit
have reached this stage of the road. To them the goal lies just ^ead^
the student can see its shiny portals through which he struggled
elpor' nine years all of us in the graduating class have been struggmg up.
this Road of Curiousity, which leads to the goal of pledge whi«h we so
much desire. We have passed many of the barriers and we are happier and

WiS61A^«id

tie three inore years of travel, 'but'knovrfig'the
this^gmH
bers of this class, I predict a safe journey and the attainment of this g
which we must and

sha

WARREN

LEDBETTER, President of 9-2 Class.

AN AMAZING EPSIODE
teer

"Who will kill Kilpatrick?" was the cry of the bandit leader
s c a m e a n d the m a n w a s killed. Detective Gag,lo g o t o n t

Volun
^

H

<p r
and got hung on a bell Bouy. He got on the Lee side and got off.

He swa

underworld.

He was taken to the hospital by a woman named Miss Davis.

JUNIOR ATHLETICS AT HUMES
Spring football at Humes found about thirty answering the call of Coach
Presgrove. About four weeks were spent in drills on fundamentals and rules.
About twenty-five of this group were out for the first time. Only two
regulars reported, as the majority of the squad of last year saw visions of
charging down the field next season on the senior squad. Next year's junior
team is largely a matter of doubt as it will be composed of new faces.
The greatest aim of junior athletics is to improve the quality of senior
athletics by teaching the juniors a knowledge of the game, thereby giving the
senior coach a better chance to develop team work.
Football and basketball are the only major sports that the juniors parti
cipate in, and they ask the support of the entire school. For no structure
is stronger than its foundation, and junior athletics are truly the foundation
of good athletics in any school.
So next fall let's all be out rooting when the junior team takes the field
and you can rest assured that you are watching those who will, in the years
to come, carry the Humes banner to greater heights in athletic contests.
CHARLIE TIMBS.
Two little boys were talking. One said to the other: "Aren't ants
funny little things? They work and work, and never play."
"Oh, I don't know about that," replied the other. "Every time I go to
a picnic they are there."
Gentle Reminder
Mother—Mable's young man has taken offense at something. Have
you said anything to him?
Father—Not a word. I haven't seen him since I mailed him last quarter's
gas bill.
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THE CASTLE PARTY
In William's Castle located in Charles Town on Ledbetter Hill Farr away,
a social function was taking place. It was given by L B. as he was tfie
guest of Sir William and had recently found a Golden pot filled with
as F. A. expressed it.
,
. ,
Honorable guests were: McDougal, the insurance co.lector accompanied
by Madame Murphy.
ctnrted
Mr. Craig, the policeman who escorted Miss Leonard, said he started
to Walker but they came in the riot car instead.
.... A
Mr. Perrine also attended but he seemed rather Moody as his friend
Miss Cooper could not attend. The party all cheered him by telling him
that Willie May would come before the evening expired.
Lady Louise informed them that she couldn't eat anything sweet as she
had just been to the Dennis. Witty George mentioned calling Collins am
bulance in case the tooth started hurting.
Elizabeth walked right by Mr. Zini, the football athelete, with a Huffy
air about her becuase Mr. James Bruce was there . Just then they heard
Russell of the curtains and in walked Mr. McKinley.
,
t
"I'm so Todd", yawned Helen, as she stood around trying to get a few
particulars of dress and dance to put in the Humes Herald, so as to let the
outside world know society these days.
Miss Pewitt entertained some of the guests telling them of the time
when her great grandfather in the Civil War was on the Waul.en
Dorothy Duecker came with her friend Wayne but he thought it almost
The party was nearing an end. Miss Bauman and Mr. Murray were
leaving as Miss Rogers was waiting for Mr. Cox. Mr. Murray graciously
assisted Miss Rogers with her coat. Christine acted haughtily so her escort
said, "Can't I help her if I want to? I'm a Free man, eh.
Cornelia was accompanied home by L. B. himself instead of Her Bert
and Edith exclaimed, "Good Griff, I thought I'd have that pleasure."
Sarah Wolfe bewailed, "Where is Alex?"
JUST SUPPOSE
Barry Bryant and Russell Summers should stop talking.
Frank Romanelli should stop humming.
The periods should be regular.
David Pittman should become pestiferous.
Morris Schneider should speak in a whisper.
Leon Davis should go thru a day without trouble.
Frances Lambert should stop chewing gum.
James Deal should get to classes on time.
Burnell Parks should cease to be reliable.
Rose Mills should mend her noisy ways.
Birdell Wells should become a man-hater.
Charles Townsley didn't make wise-cracks.
Helen Todd didn't need a penny for a map or something.
M. 0. Brown didn't like to read.
Hubert Gordon should really turn into a monkey.
Abe Kriger should stop being a clown.
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Ancestors Worship
Here is where the far-famed
American
humor
triumphed
over the much abused English
humor. We were all assembled
at the dinner table at the house
of a very respectable English
family. They were, in fact, of
the peerage, and thus were ex
tremely proud of their ances
try. The dinner having pro
cessed, the host, who sat next
to me, dug his hand into his
pocket' and pulled out a com.
We were all on edge, expect
ing a sleight-of-hand trick, but

•§•*$**$• •$*

Bannon Coal &
Ice Co.

n°"Do

you see the picture of
the king on this shilling? he
said. "Well, he made my great
grandfather a lord."
One of our party, quite disapnointed that it was no trick,
pulled out a coin from his
pocket saying:
See that In
dian on this nickle? Well, he
made my great-grandfather an
angel."

|
|
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X
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Seventh St. and L. & N. Railroad |
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Might Hose It
Down in Texas the short cot
ton crop forced a large num
ber of country negroes to the
cities. One of them applied
for a job at the office of an
employment agency.
"There's a job at the Eagle
Laundry," said the man behind
the desk. "Want it?"
The applicant shifted uneasi
ly from one foot to the other.
"Tell you how it is, boss,
he finally said. "I sure does
want a job mighty bad, but de
fack is I ain't never washed a
eagle."
"A man in a hospital for men
tal cases sat fishing over a
flower bed.
A visitor aprroached and wishing to be alfable remarked:
"How
many
have
you
caught?"
,
"You're the ninth, was the
reply.
Charges of professionalism
in football is becoming so com
mon that we expect any day to
hear of a player going to col
lege to put his father through
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A Scotchman and a dozen
friends had just finished din
ing when the waiter arrived
with the check.
"Give it to me—I'll pay
it," came in loud tones from
the Scotchman.
The following day, appear
ed headlines in the papers
stating:
"Scotchman kills ventrilo-

KLINKE BROTHERS
Pasteurized Dairy
Products
Ice Cream
The Standard of

"A truck driver was buried
under half, a ton of ice cream
when his machine collided with
a bus." The outcome appears
to have been truck-driver a la
mode.

Quality

A Scotchman dashed up to
the studio doctor and panted,
"I got a sliver in my ton
gue!"
"How did that happen ?" the
doctor asked.
"A man dropped a pint of
whiskey on the floor."
A man had just installed a
radio. He tuned in, getting
three stations on the same
wave length. One was a minis
ter, one a man telling the con
ditions of the roads, and a
third was a lecturer on poultry.
Here is what he got:
"The Old Testament tells us
that baby chicks should detour
one mile south of Salina and
listen to the words of the proph
et. Sysysysy-Be careful in
the selection of your eggs, and
you will find a hard surfaced
road on to the Garden City. We
find in Genesis that the roads
are muddy just west of the
henhouse and clean straw is es
sential if you would save your
soul. After passing through
Leavenworth, turn north to
Jericho. Three wise men bought
a large incubator on account

2469-77 SUMMER AVE.

X

t
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of a bad detour. The baby
chicks are troubled with pip
and a bond issue is being talk
ed in the Hill City. Keep the
feed clean, live a life of right
eousness, and turn south one
Compliments of
$ mile west of the schoolhouse.
"Much care should be taken
in commanding the sun to
stand still, as there is a wash
out on the bridge just south of
Paola, and the road to salva
tion is under repair, making it
necessary for 70 degrees in the
brood house at all times.
"After you leave Winchester,
unless you do these things the
wrath of the Lord will cause
the pin feathers to fall out and
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
detour one mile south. Many
1790 Madison Avenue
are called but few have any
luck unless graveled roads be
PHONE 7-2186
tween Topeka and Lawrence
MEMPHIS, TENN.
are mixed with feed. Out of
500 eggs one should get good
roads from Coffeyville to Tulsa
and He commanded Noah to
build an ark just one mile west
Your home merchant can't | of Witchita. It rained forty
pass the buck.
!$ days and forty nights and
He must bear his burden of ;• caused an eight mile detour.
community responsiblity.
< Just west of the brood house
many tourists from the House
of David are trying the Ply
mouth Rocks mixed with con-,
crete and a desire to do right."

PENNSYLVANIA

f

OIL CO.

:
J
1
t
I

J. S. LATTA, INC.

¥*** SPEEDWAY
PHARMACY

WE
HELP
YOU

|

YOU|
HELP| Some Good Books to Read
"Let Bygones Be," by Gones.
US I "Yes," by George.

BUY YOUR SCHOOL
SUPPLIES FROM
THE P.-T. A.
Mrs. A. C. Sperry in Charge
1 to 11 A. M.

"Roca," by Baby.
"The Fly," by Night.
"Missed," by A. Mite.
"Benjamin Franklin's Auto,"
by Ograply.
"Did you hear the story of
the pair of tights?"
"No."
"Well there seemed to be
two Scotchmen."
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A Scotchman with a handbag
climbed onto a streetcar and
handed the conducter a nickle
for his fare. The conducter in
sisted that the fare was a dime
and when the Scotchman re
fused to give him a dime the
conducter threw him bag and
baggage off the car.
The hand bag rolled into a
lake at the road-side and dis
appeared.
The
indignant
Scotchman chased after the
trolley, finnally overtook it,
and began berating the con
ducter.
"I'm going to sue you," he
shouted. "You threww me off
the street car, you ruined my
clothes, you lost my hand-bag,
and you drowned my bag."
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Sporting Goods
YORK ARMS
COMPANY
Phones 8-1217—8-1218
162 South Main Street

No Alpenstock for Her

Mrs. Newrich was describ
ing her travels to an envious
audience.
"And have you been in
South America?" somebody in
quired.
|Hog Enough to Want Your Business 4*
"Many times," said Mrs.
$• and Man Enough to Appreciate It 4*
Newrich, rather bored. "In
fact, I know .it from end to |.
end."
"Then, of course, you went
up the Amazon?"
|
Fresh and Smoked Meats
"No," as a matter of fact, I
didn't" said Mrs. Newrich; £
Phones 6-9435—6-1534
"but my husband went to the
top. You know, I never did
710 N. Second St.
care for climbing."
Memphis, Tenn.
Miss Allensworth—Didl you
water the rubbed plant, Dorwater the rubber plant, DorDorsey—Well no. I
thought it was waterproof.

*
|Geo. Douglass Market|

f

Moses Lewis & Sons

There wias a Scotchman who
got a pair of spats for Christ
mas. He had them half-soled
and heeled.
Maixie P.—Well, Joe, old kid
I landed a job in a drug store.
Joe Y.—Why, I didn't know
you could cook.

Randolph Building
105-107 Beale Ave.

Everything to Wear for the
Man, Woman and Child
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There was once a Scotchman
who bought a two-pants suit.
"How do you like your new
suit, Jack?" asked a friend.
"Very weel, only it's a bit
warm, wearing two pair of

Little
Daughter—Why
is
father singing so much tonight?
Mother—He is trying to sing
the baby to sleep.
Little Daughter—Well, if I
was little sister I'd pretend I
was asleep.

|A. S. BARBOBO CO.
£

Wholsale

|

FRUITS—PRODUCE

D. H. B.—All that I am I
owe to my mother.
Ben S.—Why don't you send
her thirty cents and square the
account?
Ruth M.—Hey, its pretty
lucky that I ran over you in
front of a doctor's house.
Victim—Yeah, but I am the
doctor.
Secretary—A man just call
ed. He wished you to tell him
the secret of your success in

| Special Prices for
| School Pictures
| E. H. CASSADY
| The Gray Studio

In Front—Gee, I feel like i
three-year-old!
Behind—Horse or egg?
Lena R.—What is the shape
of a kiss?
e and
Irving S.—Give 1
I'll call it square.

|
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Drive It Yourself System
Chevorlets, Fords
939 Jackson Avenue
Phone 6-7900

|

§ SPILLER BROTHERS J

X

£

A Scotchman dined at a res
taurant. After paying his bill,
he.carefully counted the change
handed him by the cashier. As
he counted it the third time,
the cashier, insulted, snapped:
"Are yuh trying to kid me?
That change is right."
-'Yes, tis' right," the Scot re
plied," but 'tis only right."
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Okay By Dad
He had gone into the library
to put the question up to her
father, and she was anxiously
waiting on the front porch.
"Well," said the suitor when
he returned, "he asked me how
I was fixed, and I told him I
had $3,000 in the bank."
"And what did he say to
that?"
"He borrowed it."
Conscientious Objector
A color expert advises men
to wear bright colored clothes
so that motorists can see them
better. If a motorist can't hit
us in this grey suit, he needn't
think we're going to help him.
"I guess I have lost another
pupil," said the proffessor as
his glass eye rolled down the
sink.
Buy Before the Big Reduction
Men's Moleskin Pants
Good Quality. Regular Price .25
Reduced to $1.69
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I A. H. (Spunk) Edmonds $
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I GENERAL MOTORS TRUCK
COMPANY
|

t
J

Compliments of

l

Anderson Tully Co.
HERMAN APPLESON |
NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
Founded in 1845
SAVE WITH SECURITY
1201 First National Bank Bldg.
Phone 6-6211

1
!
]

Most great men come from small towns, perhaps, but you can't tell
whether it's because of ambition

FRATERNITY, COLLEGE AND CLASS
JEWELRY
Commencement Announcements and
Invitations
JEWELER TO THE SENIOR CLASS OF
L. C. HUMES HIGH SCHOOL

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND
STATIONERS
Attleboro, Mass.

J

f
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R V tf N"/ P O
The HUMES TIGER

Aiding
You To
Enjoy
u fe

^
Education makes it easier
to get the good things ol
life.
The services of our two
companies also help you to
enjoy better living. Elec
tricity and Gas-Street Cars
and Buses supply factors in
making your life more en
joyable.

Memphis Power & Light Co.
The Memphis Street Railway Co.

The HUMES TIGER
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The HUMES TIGER

AUTOGRAPHS

%

SILVER MOON CHOCOLATES
The most delightful Candy ever concerned

|

_|

%

So different—So much better

£

*
•J.
|

The centers are a myriad of exquisite flavors
Creams, Figs, Dates, and Jellies
ALSO INDIVIDUAL PIECES

%

*:•
t
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Pecan Clusters, Jr., Rolls Royce Dumplings, Butternut
Pudding, Almond Bar and Melt-Away
All 5 cent Candy Bars

|

OLIVER-FINNIE CO.

|

MEMPHIS—MAKERS

J*

%
|

I

|

